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Instead of leading toward progress, the development of musical theories, which are often erroneous, has, on the contrary, a tendency to muzzle inspiration, to restrain and cripple the creative effort of the great artist who thus loses much of his spontaneity. That is why musicians who are untrained in musical theory and who have no preconceived notions often express themselves with a naturalness which, granted equal talent, makes them far more interesting than the cultured musicians who are more or less consciously victims of the theories of their age. In general, such independence is impossible except in a primitive music and then only in the beginnings of that music.10
Many of the musicians and audience members whom I encountered while gathering information for this project expressed extreme distaste for this sort of backhanded compliment. The tendency of non-AfricanAmericans to make lower-class life or the idea of an exoticized subculture stand for the jazz community is deeply resented by most. This subcultural perspective on jazz has distorted the general perception of AfricanAmerican cultural life." Many of the musicians I spoke to in 1989-91 expressed the desire that others recognize the discipline, musical knowledge, achievements, and intelligence necessary to perform at a level that meets the jazz world's standards of spontaneity, soulfulness, creativity, virtuosity, and drive. This desire is not a simple capitulation to "white middle class" standards but an assertion of an idea of "African-Americanness" that includes the cosmopolitan and everyday knowledge of urban African-Americans. In Blues People Amiri Baraka described the challenge of such self-assertion for bebop musicians: 
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Western nonconformity, which was an easy emotional analogy to the three hundred years of unintentional nonconformity his color constantly reaffirmed.12
In Urban Blues Charles Keil questioned Baraka's "ethnic pose." Though praising the general contributions of Blues People, Keil suggested that the book's relative neglect of the urban blues scene could be explained by Baraka's middle-class background and consequent lack of familiarity with the "real"-that is, poor and urban-African-American world.13 The simple correlation of "authentic" blackness (or the lack thereof) with class status has increasingly been replaced in recent African-Americanist cultural studies with an emphasis on the paradoxes and multiple mediations linking race, class, gender, and style.14 But in suggesting that there are criteria by which certain African-Americans (and some EuropeanAmericans) might judge others as "less black," Keil articulated a point of debate within African-American communities that continues to this day.
5
It is not surprising that the terms in which this debate continues have taken on a different emphasis in the nearly thirty years since Urban Blues first appeared. How to interpret intercultural borrowing stands at the center of this debate.
Doubleness and Irony in African-American Music
It is two worlds separate yet bound together like those double stars that, bound for all time, whirl around each other separate yet one.
-W. E. B. Du Bois, "Beyond the Veil in a Virginia Town" Du Bois's metaphor of doubleness summarizes the encounter between Africans and Europeans in America by constructing an image that includes two separate worlds clearly demarcated yet inextricably entwined. The vernacular gloss, which sets "the black way" against "the white way," simplifies a long historical process of cultural confrontation that has resulted in an American cultural landscape where the African and non-African-American worlds have remained distinct yet have partially overlapped. Gates, Jr., who speaks of a "two-toned heritage,"'6 and poet Elizabeth Alexander, who has proposed the term collage to describe the multiplicity of voices that coexist in African-American identity. Alexander explicitly moves away from a dichotomous opposition of "black" and "white" to a perspective that includes multiple voices. She rejects the notion that African-Americans speak from a "state of spiritual and cultural schizophrenia and self-division," in favor of a conception of collage that "maps a theoretical space in which the myriad particulars of identity can reside." 17
In Byron's discussion is organized around a series of contrasts-being serious/playing swinging shit; cleanliness/dirtiness; knowing rules/breaking them-and the confrontation of "opposing aesthetics" (which he interpreted as "black" and "white"). One may detect Du Bois's idea of"two warring ideals" embedded within this chain of association, yet a close examination of the musical embodiment of these opposites reveals, if anything, a far more complicated situation. The tensions that Byron cites coexist and often are emphasized selectively in one direction or another according to context. In music, the "two warring ideals" are more akin to Bakhtin's conception of dialogism. The topic of irony in African-American studies is, of course, a very old one.23 What Baraka says in the following commentary on the cakewalk is emblematic of the issues of irony in music that I will explore: "If the cakewalk is a Negro dance caricaturing certain white customs, what is that dance when, say, a white theater company attempts to satirize it as a Negro dance? I find the idea of white minstrels in blackface satirizing a dance satirizing themselves a remarkable kind of irony-which, I suppose, is the whole point of minstrel shows."24 The idea that there is the potential for cultural irony in interpretation underlies the musical examples in this essay. But I do not mean to imply that an ironic interpretation of a musical event is the only one possible, because the variable reactions of listeners and performers from divergent backgrounds have the potential to produce multiple interpretations of the same event. Irony is only one of several possible interpretations, all of which depend on the listeners' and musicians' different perceptions, intents, and social situations.
Intentionality in any particular case is a moot issue. We know from historical accounts that jazz musicians intended to comment critically, socially, and culturally in many aspects of their musical practice because 
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Winter 1994 299 ture generated by the musicians in the Coltrane Quartet is certainly "more complex" when measured by Western art music standards than the rhythmically simpler framework of the Broadway version of the tune (compare fig. 1, mm. 5-13, and fig. 2, mm. 17-25) .36 Jazz musicians, in this sense, are able to invoke selectively some of the hegemonic standards of Western art music in their favor. At least part of the pride many African-American jazz musicians take in their versions of standards derives from their ability to "upstage" the European-American versions of these tunes-something acknowledged by both black and white audiences. In asserting a musical "superiority" even when measured against the (white) hegemonic standard, musicians make ironic the presumption of racial inferiority. Not only does the Coltrane version stand out in comparison to the Broadway version with respect to some standards derived from the European-American world, it does so while at the same time articulating an independent improvisational aesthetic that draws on AfricanAmerican cultural sensibilities and that is the taken-for-granted standard against which non-African-American music is evaluated.
Jean and John Comaroff's conception of ideology is helpful in thinking about this issue and in considering the role of assertion and cultural critique in the practice of jazz improvisation. Ideology in the Comaroffs' conception draws upon Raymond Williams's definition: "an articulated system of meanings, values, and beliefs of a kind that can be abstracted as [the] 'worldview"' of a particular group.37 The emphasis here is upon articulation. If hegemony rules by silence and "taken-for-grantedness," ideology is spoken and asserted. To borrow a linguistic analogy: hegemony is the unmarked category, ideology the marked.
The hegemonic and ideological stand in an interdependent and dynamic relationship in the Comaroffs' conceptual schema. Once something formerly hegemonic becomes contested and articulated it enters the realm of the ideological and can no longer be taken for granted. As the Comaroffs put it: "Once something leaves the domain of the hegemonic, it frequently becomes a major site of ideological struggle. Even when there is no well-formed opposing ideology, no clearly articulated collective consciousness among subordinate populations, such struggles may still occur. But they are liable to be heard in the genre of negationrefusal, reversal, the smashing of idols and icons-and not in the narrative voice of political argument." 38 It is from this vantage point that we can begin to understand the 
